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Marine
sorry
for rape
in Japan
Marl Yamaguchl
The Associated Press

NAHA, Japan - One of
three U.S. servicemen
charged in the rape of a
schoolgirl made a trembling apology Monday, asking the court to forgive him
for his role in the crime.
"I'm sorry for what I've
done," Marine Pfc. Rodrico
Harp told the court, his
voice breaking. "I'm sorry
See JAPAN, page four.
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Ashley residents set to pack up
Hall closing forces students to move by start of Spring semester
Jennifer Schab
The BC News

Residents of Ashley Hall of the
Kreischer Quadrangle are set to
pack up their belongings by the
start of next semester.
Ashley Hall will be officially
closed on Jan. 17.
According to Liz DeMuesy,
housing assistant, residents are
being given until Jan. 16 to move
out of the building.
"We are trying to move out residents as smoothly and as fast as
possible," DeMuesy said. "We
are also trying to be flexible with
the residents."
According to Jeanne Lady,
housing assistant, "The residents
have the option of moving out

during finals week or during Jan.
14 and IS."
Lady said Ashley residents
have been given first priority
housing requests on campus.
Residents should receive their
new assignments on Jan. 18.
Some students have been moving out gradually over the course
of the year as soon as openings
occur, Lady said. Resident advisors of the hall have also been
reassigned.
Lady said the residents of Ashley will be placed In rooms of
graduates and other students
who will not be returning for the
Spring semester.
DeMuesy said residents are
encouraged to move out as much
of their stuff as possible before

the end of finals.
To aid the moving process,
DeMuesy said, "The University
is providing boxes and University vans and trucks."
"We also hired student
workers as movers and arranged
special study hours," DeMuesy
said.
Sophomore Ashley resident
Stacy Capps said despite the
efforts on the part of the University, it will still be an inconvenience.
"We were told we would have
to move after winter quarter, but
the conditions were misleading
to all of us," Capps said. "We are
supposed to move before we
leave, but we have other things to
do, like concentrate on finals."

Capps said the University told
the residents that if they waited
until the end of the semester,
they could be moved with their
roommates. But now, she said, it
does not look like that will happen.
According to DeMuesy, the
University is working to fill all
resident requests, including placing roommates together.
Freshman Ashley resident Erin
Collins said, "Our options were
not that great."
DeMuesy said the residents
were advised that if they wanted
to stick with their roommate, not
to choose Rodgers or Kohl Halls
because they were full.
Residents could choose to live
anywhere on campus as long as

they would pay the price difference if they moved to Founders
or Offenhauer or if they were
willing to move alone, Demuesy
said.
"Everything is open to them on
campus," DeMuesy stated. "The
lines of communication will be
open."
DeMuesy said she will be meeting with the residents whose
requests cannot be filled.
"The residents were made
aware of the move when they
walked in the door," DeMuesy
said.
Ashley Hall, along with the
Kreischer Quad is supposed to be
shut down until next fall for
renovations, according to DeMuesy.

U.S. troops needed for peace Model drunk,
Congressional delegation convinced by trip to Bosnia
assaulted
before death
MarkJ.Porubcansky
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - He was skeptical
at first. But one look at Sarajevo's ruins convinced a California
congressman that American soldiers are needed to keep Bosnia's
peace.
Republican Rep. Ron Packard,
leading a congressional delegation to the former Yugoslavia,
wanted to see if it was safe for
U.S. troops. He had opposed
President Clinton's decision to
send 20,000 Americans with the
NATO peace-enforcing mission.
After meeting with Bosnian
President Alija Izetbegovic and
touring the war-ravaged capital
Monday, Packard changed his
mind.
"Only once before in my life
have I seen devastation like I
have seen here. That was in Berlin not too long after the last big
war," the 64-year-old politician
said. "We want peace to work,
[and] if the American troops will
help to bring that about, then we
will be very supportive of the
American troops being here."
As Packard's lS-member delegation gathered information on
the safety of sending U.S. troops
to the Balkans, the Senate pre-

Kantcn Thlclkcr/AP PkMo

U.S. soldiers arrive at Taszar alrbase on a U.S. C-130 military plane on
Monday as the logistic build-up continues at the Hungarian base.
About 3,000 U.S. soldiers are expected to pass through Taszar alrbase
to participate in the NATO mission In Bosnia.
pared for a debate Wednesday on
whether to back Clinton's plan.
After the Senate votes, the House
of Representatives will follow.
Regardless of whether Congress approves, American soldiers will be part of the
60,000-strong NATO force to be
deployed after Thursday, when
Balkan leaders sign an accord In

Paris to end 31/2 years of war.
A few U.S. Marines have gone
to Sarajevo, but most American
troops will be based around Tuzla
in northwestern Bosnia. Brig.
Gen. Sead Delic, commander of
Bosnian troops around Tuzla,
said his army will do its utmost to
ensure the Americans' safety.
So it looks as if Clinton will

have Packard's vote. But the California Republican added a
caveat: If peace cannot be implemented, he said, "then we are
wasting our time. We would be
wasting the effort of our troops."
Packard's concerns were addressed Monday by the chief of
staff for the NATO forces, who
said his troops would use
whatever it takes to do the job.
"Our rules of engagement ...
are robust," U.S. Army Lt. Gen.
William Carter told reporters in
Zagreb, Croatia Carter also said
the transfer of command from
the United Nations to the NATOled force will take place in Sarajevo on Dec. 19.
As the U.S. delegation toured
Sarajevo, residents ~ many of
them Serbs - demonstrated for
peace in a government-held
neighborhood only a bridge span
away from the rebel Serb-held
suburb of Grbavica.
In Paris, preparations for the
Balkan summit were under way
despite a continuing dispute between France and Bosnian Serbs
over the fate of two French pilots
missing since being shot down
Aug. 30 over Serb territory.
France gave Bosnian Serbs until midnight Sunday to provide
information about the missing pilots.

Michael Fleeman
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Model
Linda Sobek was legally drunk
and sexually assaulted before
her death by asphyxiation, an
autopsy report confirmed
Monday.
"The mode of death is ruled
as homicide," said a statement
from the Los Angeles County
medical examiner's office.
Tests revealed that Sobek's
blood alcohol level was .13
percent, over the .08 percent
level to be considered legally
drunk while driving.
The autopsy found that
Sobek was "sexually assaulted
prior to her death," the statement said. Coroner spokesman
Scott Carrier refused to elaborate.
"I don't know the nature of
the sexual assault," he told reporters. He would not discuss
why authorities portrayed it
as an assault rather than consentual sex.

Sobek, 27, left her Hermosa
Beach apartment on Nov. 16
for a free-lance modeling assignment and never returned.
Photographer Charles Rathbun led authorities to her body
in the Angeles National Forest
on Nov. 24.
Her body, clad in shorts and
a top, was exhumed from a
shallow grave near a rocky
ravine in the remote San Gabriel Mountains, 25 miles
north of Los Angeles.
Rathbun, 38, has pleaded innocent to murder and is being
held on $1 million bail. He
twice tried to commit suicide,
once shortly before his arrest
and again while in jail.
The autopsy confirmed reports that Sobek died due to
asphyxiation as a result of
pressure on the neck and
body.
The actual autopsy report
has been sealed by authorities.
Only the limited details contained in the statement were
released to the public.

'Cup of Culture' Students tackle campus safety
offers diversity Assaults prompt volunteers to patrol University with flashlights, radios
Jack Buehrer
The BC News

The University World Student
Organization is holding its last
Cup of Culture meeting of the
semester today from 2JO to
4:30 pjn. in the Off-Campus Student Center.
Cup of Culture is a weekly
event held to allow students to
hear International students as
well as Americans speak Informally about their countries.
World Student Association
Secretary Noel Garret, said he is
pleased with the event's turnout
thus far, but stl 11 wants to spread
the word about Cup of Culture.
"We have received great feedback from those who attend, but
we would like more people to
know what's going on," he said.

"We try to have two speakers a
week, and when someone is not
speaking, the international students are encouraged to interact
and make friends with those who
are interested."
Graduate Adviser Mike Fisch
said he feels Cup of Culture is a
good way to create real-life connections between international
students and Americans.
"The word 'diversity' is thrown
around on campus a lot," he
said. "But that doesn't mean that
voices of international students
are being heard.
Fisch hopes Cup of Culture can
help eliminate the intolerance
some have about other cultures.
"Diversity is something that is
talked about and not lived out,"
he said. "Our goal is to make the
word 'diversity' a reality."

Editor's note: This is the second service that would patrol the enpart of a two-part series about tire campus, armed with flashsafety at other campuses and at lights and radios.
"We had talked about someours.
thing like this before, and then I
did a survey on campus safety
Joe Boyle
The BC News
for a class," Williamson said.
"Hearing about people getting
Six reported sex crimes on raped and held-up - getting hurt.
campus and several other assaults in the city have prompted
some people to take measures to
stop any safety problems that
might exist.
Senior psychology major Andy
Williamson and freshman biology major Kevin Bender, who said
they were outraged by the state
of campus security, decided to
take matters into their own
hands.
Williamson and Bender felt the So much has happened and we're
best way to accomplish this tired of it."
Williamson said so far he has
would be to establish a student

"Hearing about people getting raped and
held-up -- getting hurt. So much has
happened and we're tired of it."
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nate some radios."
The plan was submitted to Undergraduate Student Government, where Williamson proved
the cost-effectiveness of his program.
"USG proposed a similar idea,
but Sallie Steins said hers would
have been more broad-based.
Ours is more cost effective," he
said. "The only thing we really
need to spend money on is background checks."
Williamson and Bender are
currrently In the process of raising a volunteer patrol force,
hopefully to begin patrols as soon
Andy Williamson as the end of the semester.
senior psychology major
Campus police are helping Williamson's patrollers to obtain 1dentif icatkn cards.
orange vests, and Radio Shack
State Representative Randy
donated flashlights and batteries.
We're trying to get them to doSec SAFETY, page three.
had success in getting funding
for his project, which is made up
of volunteer labor.
"We've got over 50 volunteers
so far," he said. "Each night we'd
go 9 p.m. to 3 a.m., and we'd have
12 people on a shift. Everyone
gets an orange vest, a radio and a
flashlight. Wal-mart donated IS
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Legendary voice
celebrates 80th
He's been called The Voice, The Chairman of the
Board, 01' Blue Eyes.
During his career, he's built a legacy to American
popular music that few have rivalled. He's been recognized as a living legend by singers as diverse and farremoved from his own style as U2's Bono and The Doors'
Jim Morrison, who once commented, "That Sinatra -- no
one can touch him."
Frank Sinatra turns 80 today, a milestone which has
sent a wave of excitement through the music industry
with an outpour of new albums, books and television
specials paying tribute to a man who is already one of
the most-talked-about American icons of all time.
Maybe the key to Sinatra's longevity has always been
his ability to reinvent himself. Since his early days in the
40s as a skinny, soft-spoken crooner, Sinatra has built
himself into a personality of mythic proportions, as convincing an orator as he is a gifted singer.
Perhaps Bono said it best during his 1995 speech presenting Sinatra with the Grammy Legend Award. Calling
him The Big Bang of Pop, Bono described The Chairman
as a "singer who makes other men poets, boxing clever
with every word, talking like America: fast, straight-up,
in headlines, coming through with the big schtick, the
asides, the quiet compliments, good cop/bad cop all in
the same breath. You know his story 'cause it's your story. Frank walks like America: cocksure."
The Chairman hasn't always been spoken of as kindly.
His career is dotted with tales of Mafia ties, infidelities,
scandals. But Sinatra is an old man now, and the faults of
a person's lifetime tend to even out with time. There are
those who'll say Sinatra is too old now to try to stay in the
spotlight. He forgets lines of songs, he tells rambling
stories, he uses unfashionable words like "broad." But if
Sinatra is showing his age, then his music is aging with
him as well... gracefully.
The Chairman ends his 1993 "Duets" album tellingly
with the solitary piano ballad "One for my Baby," a song
which has been a standard in his concert repertoire for
the better part of a century. "It's quarter to three," he
sings. "And there's no one in the place 'cept you and me,"
painting a picture of a lonely drunk nursing his heartache in an empty bar at closing time. He reaches the last
line in a wavery voice that seems to speak of a huge,
sweeping lifetime catching up with an old, lost soul.
"Make it one for my baby, and one more for the road."
He pauses, seemingly on the verge of tears. "That long,
that long... man, it's long... it's a long, long, long road..."
Yes it is, Frank, it certainly is.
Copyright O 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permission of The BO News ii strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
ofTheBGNews.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writer's name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
allletters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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Intellectualismis loathed
All year long I have walled and
moaned about the problems of illiteracy in America, the government's desire to remove all arts
funding, and the trend of political
apathy in the United States.
These are not the only problems
facing America, but I believe
they are all linked to one of the
most unfortunate trends in
American culture. Intellectualism and the arts - perhaps the
only characteristics that raise us
above our drooling simian
cousins - are looked upon with
suspicion and hostilty by many
people in America today.
We seem to believe that the
Importance of an education lies
in how well it gets somebody a
job. The idea of learning for its
own sake is diminishing in our
results-oriented society, and vocational skills are being valued
above intellectual achievement
by many people, including some
in the educational field.
Equally disturbing is the idea
that art has to pass a political
litmus test before its merits can
be judged. Whether a work of art
appears to be politically correct
or demonstrative of "family values" has become the true test if
its worth rather than the level of
creative exploration it achieves.
Proof of this is the fact that
many political leaders and likeminded citizens groan that $200

million is far too much to spend
on the arts. Huge cuts have been

proposed. Contrast this with the
German people, who see no
shame in supporting their music,
theatre and museums and are
willing to spend more than four
billion government dollars on
such institutions. This economic
difference demonstrates a cultural one. Does the American government spend too much money
on wasteful programs? Yes. But

lsnt our culture worth the pitiful
allowance it receives?
Bob Dole and other politicians
are trying to lead cultural crusades. Perhaps they should do it
by promoting excellence in the
arts instead of railing against
movies they haven't bothered to
see and artists they probably
don't even understand.

Franklin, Thomas Jefferson,
Abraham Lincoln and Charles
Willson Peale. These men started
a tradition of excellence in learning by creating our first libraries, universities and museums
and by speaking and writing on a
wide range of subjects with
unique mastery of the English
language. They would not have
been able to shape our nation and
Value of culture la often de- achieve its amazing victories unrived from a good education. Last less they had superior learning
Wednesday the Organization for and a wide range of interests.
Economic Cooperation and Development released the following
In criticizing our current
chilling information: More than leaders people should take a good
21 percent of all Americans pos- look at why our heroes of old
sess literacy skills at only the were so successful and what is
most basic level. They can read really lacking on the current powell enough to perform crude litical horizon. Would modern
tasks such as reading the label on America admire a politician who
a medicine bottle, but they are could write like Thomas Jefferunable to absorb slightly more son? Would Abraham Lincoln's
complex information from verbal artistry and imagination
simple articles. They can read, come across if he were forced to
but not very well.
communicate in sound bites, or
The good news is that we are would this lanky nerd be laughed
reducing illiteracy. But what out of the race before the first
standards are we setting for our- primary?
selves once we move beyond the
ABCs? Shouldn't we use our verOur books, theatre and art
bal skills to communicate new should be more than simple playand complex ideas instead of as- things, and our education system
suming that all a person needs should be more than vocational
from an education is the ability to training. For America to move
fill out a job application?
ahead we all need to re-examine
Many classic American heroes the importance of our brains and
were intellectuals: Benjamin what they can do.

Microsoft

Contradictions taint world

It's the end of the Fall semester. We've all got bones to pick
with someone or something, and
here's the time for mine...
Parents (ones of the 40- and
50-something category), please
quit using that tired phrase of
"When I was your age..." It's time
to stop comparing and start realizing.

Now, before anyone out there
starts laying Judgments, let's
clear the air. I have no deep resentment toward my parents
along the lines of "Mommy and
Daddy didn't buy me this or
wouldn't let me do that." This Is
not intended as a lash against all
parents of the world. This Is simply something to make sure that
everyone realizes just what is on
our hands these days.
Currently, we live In a world of
contradiction. We celebrate
freedom and condemn It everyday. For example, many applaud
the visibility and (to a limited
point) acceptance the homosexual world has gained. At the same
time, citizens (both young and
old) still blast "stupid faggot,"
eta I'm sure you can draw your
own conclusions about hlspanlcs,
African-Americans, and many
other minorities. Talk shows,
pro-wrestling, Sega Genesis
systems.
Supposedly, our generation is
Into "equality for alL" (Or should
I say, "equality for some"?)
Many of our parents coveted the
same idea. If so, why cant I write

a non male-bashing column on
feminism without being called a
"bitch" by people who have

apartment for $75 a month and a
Volkswagen Beetle could be
filled up for 29.9 cents a gallon.
"Work is for drags, like my parents, man..." many a late '60s
youth droned. College was not a
must for a guaranteed (however
mediocre) career. Money could
be had in the pre-foreign labor
automobile factories of the U.S.
Tabloid TV, 900 numbers, Bea vis
and Butthead.
Granted, also In 1969, American young men faced the possibility of their government sending them to a war they did not
agree with sans their consent.
Today, those same weapons of
war are on our own streets.
Anyone remember the story of
Robert "Yummy" Sandlfer? He
was the 11 year old who killed a
never researched the Issues I girl with his .9 mm In the sumhave written on? Corporate spon- mer of '94. A few days later, he
was gunned down by members of
sors, in-line skates, cola wars.
his gang. Ever hear of that In '69?
Our generation also covets the Living wills, MTV, O.J.
"Ideals" of our parents' so-called
Speaking of gangs, how many
"hippie generation." (Dont believe me? Try going to the library tourists of 1969 L.A. got their
and looking up any given article final end because they were
on the original Woodstock, the wearing their hat backwards, or
Weathermen, the Grateful Dead their shirt was the wrong color?
or Jlml Hendrlx. I guarantee Gangsta rap, sadism, "natural"
you'll find at least one article cosmetics.
How 'bout that good or notion
completely torn out.) Why la this?
Comparing the times, the only of "free love?" How about Joan
thing in common is Dick Clark's Baez declaring that "Her and her
wrinkle-free face and soap-opera old man didn't need no paper
cheesiness. Personal Injury law- from the city hall to get It on"? In
yers, Infomerclals, baseball 1969, there wasn't a whole lot
that a bed-rounding, amorous one
strikes.
In 1969, one could rent a slum could pick up that couldn't be

taken care of with a penicillin
shot. Today, we've got our AIDS
epidemic Some extreme conservatives and Christians like to say
it's God's way of getting us back
for our promiscuity. Too bad that
hemophiliacs, newborns, and
unknowing spouses get in the
way. Pay-per-view, Power Rangers, World Wide Web sites.
Let's talk drugs. Drug use. Just
as frowned on then as It is now,
certainly wasn't to the "caliber"
that it has become. Today's
street-type heroin Is 60 percent
pure and upward. In 1969, It
averaged around 2 percent. LSD,
the hallucinogen of choice,
needed to be taken In a 250 to 500
mlcrogram dosage to send
someone to a padded cell In 1969.
Today's drug need only be done
In 50 to 80 of those same units.
Cocaine? Just for the rich The
equal-opportunity life destroyer
known as Crack? Not even
thought of. Drugs under the
names of ecstasy, toad slime and
nexus also fit the "nonexistent"
label. Those aforementioned $75
slums? Too dangerous due to
drug-related crime.
I'm not trying to discount anything that our parents went
through during their youth. The
times, of course, were just as trying. My point is to say that the
"When I was your age..." adage
no longer applies, because the
times are largely inconsistent,
save for the garment fashions.
On final notes, happy holiday
to all.
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legations that he punched her
teen-age son in the abdomen and
pushed his head into a car
window.
"She clearly had no basis to ask
for any restraining orders other
than as a cheap publicity stunt in
an attempt to get publicity for
her book and smear my name in
the media," Fischer said.

NATIONAL Weather
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Nightmare before Christmas

"Groundhog Day" lawsuit tossed out of court

Co-op Program
honors employers
of the year

Five companies and a
University employee have
been honored as "Employers of the Year" by the
University's College of
Technology cooperative
education program.
The employers were selected "on the basis of the
quality of the cooperative
education experience provided, the history of the
company in the co-op program and the employer's
support for and involvement In the program,"
according to Barry Piersol,
director of the cooperative
education program.
One employer was selected for each academic area
within the college.
Students within the aerotechnology program decided to honor one of their
own by giving the award to
Nancy Vanderglut, the program's administrative assistant and the flight
systems manager. Vanderglut was cited for her outstanding efforts in finding
co-op assignments for students.
The Wood County Board
of Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities
was presented the award by
the construction management and technology program. Joseph Frederick, the
director of the day services,
and William Long, the maintenance supervisor, accepted the award.
The engine division of the
Ford Motor Company was .
honored by the design technology program.
The electronic technology
program honored Cedar
Point Amusement Park of
Sandusky.
Washington Custom Plastics was presented the award by the manufacturing
technology program.
The visual communication technology program
honored the Medical College of Ohio's Center for
Creative Instruction.

NEW YORK - The Bill Murray
movie "Groundhog Day" won't
have to share its profits with a
novelist who featured the same
theme.
U.S. District Judge Denny Chin
tossed out a lawsuit Friday
brought by writer Leon Arden,
COLD
WARM STATIONARY
who sought $15 million because
Ot»95 AccuWaaMtr, Inc.
of similarities between the 1993
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movie and his 1981 book "One
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Fine Day."
Chin agreed that both were
based on the concept of a man
trapped in a day that keeps repeating itself. But he said "ideas
are not copyrightable, and the
law has sought to strike a balance
between protecting original
works and promoting further
creativity."
The movie, which also starred
Andie MacDowell, is a romantic
Tenor's first Cleveland "ers" previous home court.
comedy about a weatherman who
gets trapped in a time warp on
concert in 10 years Singer's husband says
Groundhog Day in Punxsutawdraws raves
restraining order is pub- ney, Pa.
The book, though, "is dark and
CLEVELAND - Enthusiastic
licity stunt
introspective, featuring witchfans demanded four encores as
LOS ANGELES - Natalie Cole's craft and an encounter with
tenor Luciano Pavarotti made his
first area appearance in 10 years. estranged husband says her
God," Chin said. It features an
request for a restraining order
airplane explosion that kills 192
The last encore was capped by
against him is a "cheap publicity people, a rape and a woman's suia sing-a-long, as 20,000 fans
cide.
joined Pavarotti and soprano Kal- stunt" to promote her upcoming
autobiography.
len Esperian in the "Brlndisi"
Andre Fischer, who produced
from "La traviata."
Million-dollar house
the singer's "Unforgettable"
Pavarotti last appeared in
topples into sinkhole
album, contends she misrepreCleveland in 1985, for the 10th
SAN FRANCISCO - A threesented or falsified abuse allegaanniversary of the Cleveland
story house in a neighborhood of
tions in court papers to promote
Opera. Sunday's performance
million-dollar homes toppled Into
"Angel on My Shoulder."
marked the troupe's 20th anan enormous sinkhole and broke
"Our response will be filed in
niversary.
apart in a spray of timbers, walls
court. Beyond that I have no
Included in the program were
selections from "La Boheme" and comment," Cole attorney William and ceilings Monday.
The earth had opened up after
Verdi's "Otello." Most of the mu- Hulse said Monday.
torrential rains broke a centuryCole filed for divorce last
sicians accompanying Pavarotti
old sewer line.
month after six years of marwere members of the Ohio
A neighbor's garage also
riage. She alleges that Fischer
Chamber Orchestra.
The performance was at Cleve- pushed her against a wall, hit her dropped into the hole, and at least
seven other houses in San Franon the chin with a book and tore
land's Gund Arena, home of the
cisco's exclusive Sea Cliff neighher clothes during arguments.
Cleveland Cavaliers of the
borhood were evacuated, includFischer said in court papers
National Basketball Association.
ing the childhood home of the
that he never intentionally inThe concert 10 years ago was at
jured Cole. He also denied her al- photographer Ansel Adams.
Richfield Coliseum, the Cava-
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cup of coffee
$1.99

Not Valid W/Any Other Offer
Exp. 12/22/95

Not Valid W/Any Other Offer
Exp. 12/22/95
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Tijuana
Tuesday

Featuring
• Campus Shuttle
• 1 and 2 B.R. Furn./Unfurn.

$5.20

• 1 and 2 Full Baths

-TAX

#3 Great Locations

Make your own tacos,
lajitas, burritos and
chimichangas.

Heat Included

CALL 352-9135 B
Winthrop Terrace Is Now Accepting Applications'

OI»I:.\

*oJ.°o

i:;to jpiii

» Ail Student meal plan cards
accepted

with Little Caesars'
PizzalPizzar

Includes: Salad and
Baked Potato
OPEN 4:30-7pm
• All students meal plan cards
accepted

1 LARGE |

4sx3zn>i
1 TOPPING

92.99

$3.99

$4.99

D Little Caesars'■

■

.

##•—■—

•It*) i -. (-„.... — ,..., w
.rr-r.» .*■•■■--

$099
m.*dmhi 11

nuM>

112 Menar A Waoator

354-6500

■

. * -1 i'

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

You snooze, you lose!!!

Special Benefits:
*No Parental guarantee
•Professional management
•Full time maintenance service
♦Recyclable bins available
Check out these apartments:

LettheBQNews Brighten Up YourDay III

. v - -• - - -

Phone
352-9378

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

$1.99

BOWLING GREEN

Not Valid W/Any Other Offer
Exp. 12/22/95

Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals:

LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN
2 CRAZY BREAD
4 1 SAUCE

990

starts with a
professional
management team!

STARTLNG DECEMBER 1 TUUR 24 :

NO COUPON NEEDED

with
cheese

Leasing for 96 - 97

When It's Time To Cram For Exams...

lake a
BRAIN
BREAK"

EGGEL

PHEASANT ROOM

8 oz.
Strip
Steak
$6.95

228
801
309
803
824

S. College
Fifth St.
High St.
Fifth St.
Sixth St.

725
114
709
117
320

Ninth St.
1/2 S. Main
Fifth St.
1/2 N. Main
Elm St.

Stop by our only office at 328 S. Main and
pick up our weekly updated rental brochure

*
'
.

Campus safety Director Roger ,
Dennerll could not be reached
for comment at press time.

Rental Office
530 S. Maple

TUES I. AY

Spring Semester 1996
and Fall 1996-1997!

City Chief of Police Galen Ash
said the campus safety attempts
need to be two-pronged in their
attack.
"I think you need a combination," Ash said. "Lighting is the
cheapest insurance available and
patrol people are only as good as
you make them."

Preferred Properties

* Best Values on Campus

is ,ow accepting
applications and deposits
for

"I am hoping to double BG's.
$200,000 lighting effort," Card- .
ner said.

&

UNIVERSITY UNION

WINTHROPr TERRACE APTS

ih

Gardner is currently trying to
get the state government involved in the safety of Bowling
Green's campus by working with
city and campus police to obtain
more lighting for University
grounds.
Gardner plans to make an
amendment to the capital Appropriations Bill in an effort to increase the University's lighting
budget - a measure Gardner said
was in response to the recent
rash of assaults and rapes in
Bowling Green.

990

?MA^- fidff&*-

WinthroD Terrace Is Now Aci

Continued from page one.

cream cheese

W/ANY
CREAM CHEESE

522 E. Wooster

SAFETY

Bagel w/

BAGEL

354-0011

Chris KaasonMP Photo
Looking a little nightmarish before Christmas Monday, a Columbus chiropractic office dressed their skeleton window display
for the upcoming Christmas season.

NEWIWE
Rentals

:*52-5<p20
I!. Ml ,1 \e, ,,, , ,,.,, .1
I.. 1:1. \.... I.., I-I-I
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Psychiatrist
asks Ohio for
second license
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - A former
psychiatrist who lost his license to practice medicine in
Kentucky after he admitted to
having sex with a 15-year-old
wants Ohio to allow him to
practice medicine.
Ohio's medical board proposes to deny the request of
Robert J. Lange, of Cincinnati.
But not all doctors who have
criminal records are prevented from practicing medicine.
The State Medical Board has
granted Lange a hearing Jan. 4
on his request. The board's
staff has recommended denying his request, but Lange's
application is ultimately subject to a recommendation by
the hearing officer and a
board vote. The board could
vote in March, spokeswoman
Susanne Mi lam said Monday.
Lange lost his license after
he pleaded guilty in 1992 in
Franklin County Circuit Court
in Frankfort, Ky., to having
sex with a teen-age boy. He
agreed to leave Kentucky and
never seek a license to practice medicine in Kentucky or
anywhere else, Ohio medical
board records show. He
received a suspended
12-month Jail sentence.
Lange, 54, lived in the
Frankfort area during the
mid-1980s and worked for the

Kentucky Correctional Psychiatric Center, evaluating
whether accused criminals
were competent to stand trial.
But now, Lange wants another chance to practice.
"What happened was a onetime situation where mistakes
were made. But in the past
few years, I have conducted
myself in a very proper manner," Lange told the Ohio
board. "I invested a lot of my
life going to school, going
through training and being in
practice for 17 years. All I
want is to earn a living.
"I only expect to see
patients in a highly structured, institutional setting. I
do not intend to have a private
practice. I do not intend to
have anything to do with children at all."
Between 1985 and 1987,
Lange engaged in illegal sexual contact with the 15-yearold, the Kentucky Board of
Medical Licensure reported.
He also illegally wrote a prescription for Tylox, a controlled drug, for a boy but obtained the prescription himself, the records said.
Lange failed to fully inform
the Ohio medical board about
his troubles in Kentucky, the
Ohio board told him in an Oct.
11 letter.
Lange could not be reached
to comment Monday.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Announces
Apartments for Fall '96
•Columbia Court
'Field Manor
•East Merry
-Frazee Avenue
•Ridge Manor

Cold weather takes lives
Arctic winds strike Ohio lowering temperatures
The Associated Press
At least two people have died in
the cold snap that has kept temperatures in some parts of Ohio
well near or below zero since
Friday.
The lowest reading in the state
Monday was 7 degrees at AkronCanton, Dayton and Toledo. The
lowest temperature when the
wind-chill was factored in was 30
below in northeastern Ohio.
Temperatures are expected to
remain low today, but with diminishing winds, the air will not
seem as bitter. Relief is in sight:
by the end of the week, highs
should be in the upper 30s in the
north and lower 40s in the south,
said National Weather Service
meteorologist Rick Hiltbrand.
An 82-year-old Columbus
woman died after she got up in
the middle of the night and drove
to a pizza shop parking lot, where
she was found dead Sunday.
Esther Rohr froze to death.
Franklin County Coroner William
Adrion said Monday.
Her family believes "she just

AlBchrmu/APPhMo

Kevin Doniere comes to a quick stop while skating on the Twin Lakes at Eden Park Overlook In Cincinnati Monday. Temperatures in the area remained below freezing on Monday.
got out of bed, got dressed, went gin gton.
for a car ride and forgot where
"We think she just pulled over
she was," said Franklin County to rest for a while and fell asleep
Sheriff's Detective Douglas Ed- and then died."

Toledo man claims innocence
Testimony contends convicted killer committed assault, robbery
Mitch Weiss
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Morgan Miller has
contended for years that he was
wrongly convicted of shooting a
policeman and robbing a fastfood restaurant. Now, a judge
will decide.
Miller's lawyers claim a man
on death row, Joseph Clark, is responsible for the crimes.
"Did you rob the Arby's on
Dec. 14, 1983?" Miller's lawyer,
Richard Kerger asked Miller
Monday during the first day of
testimony in Miller's wrongfuldeath lawsuit.
"No sir, I did not. I did not," he

said.
Visiting Seneca County Common Pleas Court Judge Michael
Kelbley is hearing the case in
Lucas County Common Pleas
Court.
Miller was convicted in 1984 of
felonious assault and aggravated
robbery.
Police said Miller robbed an
Arby's on Dec. 14,1983, and shot
a policeman in the neck. The
officer survived and Miller was
sentenced to 20-40 years in jail.
But on Dec. 3, 1992, the 6th
Ohio District Court of Appeals
decided Miller did not receive a
fair trial and overturned his conviction. He was released from

Grateful Dead Night
M#

TONIGHT
and every
Tuesday

BEAT THE SPRING RUSH!!
224E.Wooster

352-0717

• The Best of Bootlegs
• Imported Beer Specials
• $1.75 Margaritas & Long
Islands

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

The car's engine was turned
off, a window was down and
there was a full tank of gas, he
said.

110 N. Main Street

Bowling Green, OH

352-9222

The Canoe Shop Clh iris turnup
Sale
Blade Swamp Outfitters

prison a week later. The Lucas [Miller] was in Arby's that
County prosecutor decided to night," Kerger said in court
drop the case because so much Tuesday. "But it is more likely,
time had passed and it would be that Joseph Clark did it."
difficult to track down witnesses.
Clark, who bears a striking
Miller's lawsuit seeks reim- resemblance to Miller, told
bursement for the years he spent police in January 1984 that he
in prison. Ohio law allows for had robbed the Arby's that night
payments of up to $25,000 a year but later recanted. Clark is on
in such cases.
death row for killing two people
Dean Mandross, an assistant during a Toledo crime spree in'
Lucas County prosecutor, said he late 1983.
Clark testified Monday he did
believed Miller robbed the restaurant because he was "unem- not rob the restaurant or shoot
ployed and desperate for the policeman.
money."
He said he confessed to the
Miller's lawyer blamed a case robbery to help Miller's family.
of mistaken identity.
Clark was dating Miller's stepsis"There is no dispute that he ter at the time.

JAPAN
Continued from page one.
for the outrage I caused. I would
feel the same way if someone had
hurt my little girl."
Harp, who has a 9-month-old
daughter, repeated an earlier
claim that he did not actually
rape the 12-year-old girl, although he admitted he helped
abduct her and bound her wrists
with tape,
A lawyer for Harp's family,
however, accused the governor
of Okinawa of politicizing the
case and jeopardizing a fair trial
for the three men.
The rape has sparked rage
toward U.S. military bases in
Okinawa, site of one of World
War II's bloodiest battles and a
long-time base for American
forces in the Pacific. The trial is
taking place in Naha, the capital

of Okinawa.
Despite Harp's apology and
offer of possible compensation to
the girl - which lawyers say
could ease the men's sentences attorney Michael Griffith reignited Okinawans' anger by accusing them of using the case for
their own ends.
Griffith, representing the families of Harp and Marine Pfc.
Kendrick Ledet, attacked Okinawa Gov. Masahide Ota for placing ads in The New York Times
last month linking the rape to his
demands that U.S. bases be
closed. Griffith said it "poisoned
the integrity of the judicial process."
In Monday's court session, the
third so far. Harp repeated that
he was forced by U.S. investigators to confess to rape to
get a lighter sentence.

rjUSG USG USG USG USG USG USG USGc

USG CABINET POSITIONS
I Administrative Assistant

AVAILABLE

•Educate the members of USG on the potential impact and
implications of recent technology in today's society
•Shall maintain the computers of the USG office

I National, State & Community Affairs
I Coordinator

Don't just sit
there! Stop in
.<■
today for a complete
apartment listing.

RE Management
• Ml Eighth St
.733Minville
• 753Manville
.777M*iville

Call Now!

352.9302

:

i

Your

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Mam St.
• Campus Manor
(505Clough)

• 313 N. Main St
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Minor
(840 A 850 Sixth St)

113 Railroad St
Open Mon. thru Fri.
8:00 a.m. »5:00 p.m.

140 S. River Rd.
Waterville,Oh
(419) 878-3700
Stop Qeftdloor Shop!

Backpacking Sale!|
Packs, Sleeping Bags,
Hiking Boots &
Sleeping Pads

15% Off

i.

•Shall serve as the coordinator of the NSC committee
•Shall serve as delegate from BGSU to OSA (Ohio
Student Association)
•Work closely with City officials
•Plan voter registration
I Non-Traditional Student Liaison
•Serve as link between USG and Non-Traditional Student
Association
•Shall advise the general assembly on concerns of nontraditional students
•Coordinator of USG off-campus committee

I Student Welfare Coordinator
•Coordinate programs to enhance the awareness of all
aspects of student welfare
•Shall work closely with University officials to ensure
policies are in the best of interest of the students

Waterproof-Breathable
Jackets, Pants Holly
Hanson. [Mountain
Hardware, The North
I aoo, \ Perigee.

1 0% to 20 % Off

Deadlines: Wednesday, December 13,1995!!
[ Applications available in 14 Collage Park and 404 Student Services
Any questions please call 2-8116
3

GET INVOLVED!!!
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG^1
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BG women clash with Youngstown
Penguins look for redemption after last year's 76-38 pounding
Jeremy Yohe
The BG News
After traveling to the Dial Soap
Classic Tournament in Maryland
this past weekend, Bowling
Green's women's basketball
team gets time to catch its breath
and then travel to Youngstown
State for another out-ofconference matchup in Beechig
Center tonight at 5:20.
Bowling Green has held the
advantage over Youngstown

State of late, winning the last
three and hammering the Lady
Penguins last year 76-38.
This time around the Falcons
must travel to the other side of
Ohio after making the trip to
Maryland - a stiff task to ask of a
young team.
"Youngtown State comes in
ready to play and they are going
to give you their best game," BG
head coach Jaci Clark said. "We
need to make sure we concentrate and get the job done. With

TV opportunity
moves Donahue
to resign as coach

AP phot o/N k k Ul

Terry Donahue speaks with the press after announcing his resignation as the Bruins' head football coach Monday afternoon.

John Nadel
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Saying the
timing was right and he
couldn't pass up a great opportunity, Terry Donahue resigned as UCLA's football
coach Monday to take a television job.
Donahue leaves as the alltime leader in victories at
UCLA and in Pac-10 games
against conference opponents.
"A dream of mine is coming
to an end," Donahue said at a
news conference on campus
attended by his wife and three
daughters. "It's a very emotional decision for me, but one
I felt had to be made.
"It's been a wild and wonderful ride. It's been more
than one person should ever

all the traveling we still need to
play basketball."
Youngstown is coming off of a
17-11 campaign and also tied for
first in the Mid-Continent Conference going 14-4 in league play.
The Falcons, 2-3 on the season,
are coming off a split in their two
games at the Dial Classic where
the team performed well overall.
"Everyone is playing pretty
well and very well as a team. A
lot of individuals had good
games," Clark said.

Martin averaged 11.S ppg in
the paint last year while averaging 6.9 rpg. From the outside,
Hauger had 12.S ppg and
McCombs had 12.4 ppg.
"They have two perimeter
scorers and a real good inside
player they like to go to. They
have pretty good balance with
that," Clark said. •"They have a
pretty quick offense, and we
need to make sure we get back on
defense transition."
■Puthoff scored 26 points
against Mount St. Mary's at the
Dial Classic to tie her career high
at BG.

Whalers docked in Hartford

Whalers deny rumors of naming Cleveland as new home
Christine Hanley
The Associated Press

HARTFORD, Conn. - The general manager of the Hartford
Whalers says the team has no intention of moving to Cleveland
and for now plans to stay right
where It is.
"We have not talked to anyone
in Cleveland," general manager
Jim Rutherford said Monday.
"We'll continue try to make it
work here. And if we get to the
point where we think it won't,
we'll let people know about plans
to move elsewhere."
Rutherford has been repeatedly questioned the last few days
about a possible move. On A^onday, he resorted to humor when
asked yet again about reports of
a relocation to Cleveland.
"January First," he cracked.

luBE/OIL/FILTER SPECIAL 1

get In a lifetime. This is really
not based on anything like
burnout, being fatigued, not
enjoying the job.

!$12 95

"This has nothing to do with
that. This has to do with an opportunity that came. Opportunity comes when it comes."
Donahue, 51, will work as a
football analyst for CBS. His
first game will be the Hancock
Bowl on Dec. 29, and he will
also work the Fiesta Bowl between No. 1 Nebraska and No.
2 Florida on Jan. 2. College
football returns to CBS on a
weekly basis next season.

nams- - ■ »■•

UCLA will play one final
game under Donahue, in the
Aloha Bowl against No. 11
Kansas in Honolulu on
Christmas Day.

Junior Michelle Terry recorded nine rebounds against a taller
Perm State squad and added four
more on Saturday against Mount
St. Mary's. Sophomore Sara
Puthoff pulled down six boards
on Friday while sophomore
Bridget Andrews had nine
boards for the Falcon win on Saturday as well.
And it has been the rebounding
that the Falcons have been holding an advantage over their opponents and Clark hopes it con-

tinues.
"One thing that we have been
able to do against good teams and
teams that we have done well
against is that we have rebounded well," Clark said. "This is the
same story - if we control the
boards Youngstown only gets one
shot at the basket."
The Lady Penguins return 10
players from last years team and
have a solid unit in their starting
five.
Forward Liz Hauger, guard
Caroline McCombs and center
Ann Marie Martin will hold much
of BG's defensive attention.

or

The Whalers, off to a 10-15-2
start and struggling financially,
are under an agreement with the
state to remain in Connecticut
for the rest of this season and at
least two more seasons.
A story published Sunday in
the Arizona Republic said the

90

the San Jose Sharks and the
NBAs Cleveland Cavaliers,
didn't put the Sharks in Cleveland because a marketing study
showed the area couldn't support
an NHL franchise.
Cleveland did have an NHL
franchise, the Barons-

Positions ore now open for

reporters,
copy editors, photographers, columnists,
eyttphfcortlsts and editors for Che 1996 Spring Staff

Anyone who wants to wbrkat The

News can come to 210 West Hall to

pick up an applicatlGn and sign
iip for mi interview.

FREE*

i
l Includes oil fitter, up to 5 qts. of oil,
i
l chassis lube and 24 pt. safety inspection. |
I 'Free wlfli any other scheduled service.
|
I 'Mil coupon in lieu el other ollcra BG loaf Mi only.,

possible move was on the agenda
this week's meeting of NHL
Board of Governors in Florida.
The newspaper cited other reports as saying the league would
allow the Whalers to move to
Gund Arena.
The Gund brothers, owners of

NOW OPEN UNTIL 2A.M. SUN.-WED. AND 3A.M. THUR.-SAT.

DAYS *««*"

Locally Owned t Operated
byEdSchwerkolt

Tuffy
Auto Service?
Centers

De$v*rii(9> Tie. ftf&ct Pizza/

Tuffy (Does It "Right!

WIN

353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET
Next to Pizza Hut
FRIE SHUTTLE SERVICE!
FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS!
NO OBLIGA TION ESTIMA TESI
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

MWrWV's
S W E E

A K E

Qma

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations is now
distributing the Budget Request Forms to those student
organizations seeking General Fee funds for 1996-97. This
form is available in Room 305 Student Services Building. The
forms must be completed and returned to Room 305 Student
Services Building by 5 p.m., Thursday, February 8,1996.

w,w

A 1995
MONTE CARLO
AND A TRIP
TO DAYTONA BEACH!

GAME PIECES NOW AVAILABLE!
$5 GIFT CERTIFICATES
NOW AVAILABLE!

353- PAPA
826 S. MAIN ST.
NEXT TO BIG LOTS

Carryout Special J °ne Large' °ne Topping
One Large
One Topping
OR
Two Large, One Topping

^ucsditp, December 121%
10 itm-6 pm
^.enhitrt Q^/ror/d Q&allwom
(localeJ on the 2nJfloor of the Qtnivcrsilr HJlnion)

araitable al the infoivtaltoit center alona Kith shuttle
sciricc to and from the QZmrcrsilr QZnion
r^for more information contact cXfchssa (? 22343
WponsorcJ br (Ugg)

HtM

Carryout Only
Free
Pepperronclnis
& Special
Garlic Sauce

i

iTfrlj

A«-»fl»d4a«*W

*

Enplrae M Daya. Not valid woth any other odor. Valid only al | E.plrti 30 D.yi. Nol valid wolh any other oflar. VaUd only at |
participating location.. Customer pays Ml appacacie sales tax. participating locations. Customer pays al appHcabto utn lax"
AddNonaJ topping* ..Da
| Additional loppings extra.
|

I
■■■■<:=•=•:*•.***

»

'N.Vi"*Tr*rr>r",V*V *
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CAMPUS EVENTS

Attention Mnonty Students:
Do YOU need a job
relaled to your MAJOR?
COME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
310 Student Services
Bring your RESUME
or get a FREE resume <f ekl
2-2451 for deals!

ATTE NT ON' All aiuoenis urno purchased
environmentally conscious T-snirta Irom
Mortar Board In Ian October can
pick torn up
Wad. Dae. 13 (rom 12-4pmon t»
Mcond I. ol tha Mam Scianca Bldg.

ATTENTIONIII All students who purchased
environmentally conscious T-shirls from Mortar Board In late October can pick them up
Wednesday, December 13 from 12-4pm on tie
second floor of eve Math Science Bldg.

BGSU SKATING CLUB
EVERY TUCSDAV NIGHT
9:15-10:15PM ■ ICE ARENA

Wlin finals on Chriaimas Eva, when will you
have time to shop?
WINTER MAGIC »5
This Tuesday through Thursday trom 10-6pm
Lanhardi Grand Ballroom
Purchase Holiday gifts lor your Iriandf. lamiry
Spats.
sponsorad by UAO 2-2343

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
$29.95 PER NIGHT
Sun. Dec. em. Sun. Dae. I 1 th-Thur. Dec 15
Coupon REQUIRED AT CHECK IN
See ad in this paper tor coupon and details.
Best Western Falcon Plaza. 1450 E. Wooster.
352-4671.
BGSU Mom, Dad, Grandma. Grandpa
Sister, and Brother Sweatshirts
Collegiate Connection. 531 Ridge

3S2-B333

SERVICES OFFERED

BGSU Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa. Stsier.
and Brother. Sweatshirts.
Collegiate Connection. 531 Ridge.

Anantion Spring Braakarsl JamaicarCancun
(309. Bahamas $359. Florida Ji29 Sail trips.
earn cash, a go tree! 1 -800-234-7007.

CAMPUS POUYEYES - DAILY SMORGAS-

352-8333.

CHARIOT EXPRESS TRANSPORTATION
• Airports. Bus/Train Stations, HOME!
Any ctty of your cho.ee
trrfolorpricoll
Ride in luxury sadan tor taxi rates
Advance reservations suggested
Call Genie now at 419-266 0338
Major Credit Cards Gladly Acceptedl

BOARD
Mon. - Fri. 11 am - 4pm $3.99
4pm-10pm $4.99
Sat. ■ Sun. 1 lam- 10pm $4 99
'All the pizza, soup, and salad you can eat*

PERSONALS

USG' USG ' USG
Get Involved!
Ai-Large Position Available1
Any student can apply I
Deadline is Wed.. Dec. 13 by 5:00PM
Applications available in
14 College Park or 404 Student Services
You can make a difference'
USG'USG'USG
Win A New Cer And A Trip To Daylonafl
Don't forget to play Papa John's
nubbin', Racm', Winnin'Game
Game pieces on every box top
Call 35 3-PAP A NOW
With finals on Christmas Eve. when wtll you
have time to shop?
WINTER MAGIC'95
This Tuesday through Thursday from i0-6pm
Lenhardt Grand Ballroom
Purchase Holiday gifts for your friends, family,
A pets.
sponsored by UAO 2-2343
'111 be home lor Christmas...'
But I'll be in the Ballroom
Sun. Dec. I7at8:00om
Candle light Mass

Candlelight Maaa
An Advent celebration ol joy H
Ballroom. Sunday at 8:00pm
All are welcome!

Pick yours up Today!
28 West Hall

•1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
CmiselEarty Specials' 7 Days (2791 Includes
15 Meals ft 6 Parties! Prices Increase 12/1SI
Spring Break Travel 1-800-678-6386
#1 Awesome Cancun ft Jamaica Spnng Break
Specials1 111% Lowest Price Guaranteel 7
Nights Air from Columbus ft hotel $3991 Book
Eartyl Spring Break Travel 1 -800-878-6386

Money Orders
39 each
Packages Plus 352-1693

si Awesome Spring Break! Panama City!
Early Specials! 8 Days Oceanview Room With
Kitchen Si29 Walk To Best Bars' Key West
$259! Cocoa Beach Haton $1691 Prices Increase 1181 8 12/1511-800-676-6386.
100% Wool Sweaters & $35 oa
Plus wool hats, gloves, mittens, etc.
JT's Carry Out
405 THurstin Ave.

Need Graduation Tickets!
$$ Will Pay $$
Call Trida: 372-1509
New Slutfed Breadslicks at CAMPUS POLLYEVES
Stuff your breadsbeks with your favorite pizza
items. $3.25 lull order . $1.00 per item $225
1/2 order ♦ $.60 per item.

anrummm -tcmaiu* UKM

Rejoicelll
Candlelight Advent Cala brat Ion
Sunday. Dec 17
BOO pm. Ballroom

FROM

FROM

'99

399

Free Parties &
Free Food!!
1-800-SURF'S UP
SlUUt'NT EXPRFSS. INC

USG'USG'USG
USG CABINET POSITIONS
AVAILABLE!
Administrative Assislanl:
1. Educate the members ol USG on the potential impact of recent technology in today's society.
2. Maintain computers in the USG office.
National, Slate, end Community:
1. Serve as a delegate from BGSU 10 the Ohio
Student Association
2 Work closely wilh cry officials
3. Plan voter registration.
Non-Traditional Sludent Llaaon:
1. Coordinator ol USG OH-Campus Committee
2. Serve at a link between USG and NonTraditonai Student Association.

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
Sunday, December 10 - Thursday, December 14
Sunday, December 17 - Thursday, December 21

con
._ ^eav^MaaV

..Best

Western
l*cia

de«

$29.95

iiKatpendenily owned
and operated

(located across
from Harshman
Dorm)
per night for a
single or double
room (plus lax)

NEED ONE FEMALE SUBLEASER FOR
SPRING SEMESTER, CLOSE TOCAMPUS
LOW RENT CALL HE ID. 352-8611

PLEASE HELP! NEEO FEMALE SUBLEASER
FOR SPRING 95. ONLY 165/MONTH.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS A BARS. WILL PAY 1ST
MONTHS RENT! CALL 353-6727 ASK FOR
DIANA.
Sublease our 5 bdrm. house
Avail, immediately til 8/96.
Rent negotiable Call 354-2111

Wanted: 1 female, prefer non-smoking, to
share apt. with 2 other lemales. Wilt have own
room. Lease from Dec. - May. $187.50 per
person, furnished, carpeted, sec. deposit req.
($187 50). A/C, Off street parking, laundry,
diswasher, 1 bath. max. 4 persons. Call anytime 354-4328, leave message
Will pay for extra graduation tickets. Please call
Tom 353-2928 Leave message
Will trade Applause guitar, hard shell case, and
small amp for good used Mac computer. Call
Randy Morris at 354 -8301.

The OBSIDIAN NEEDS Youl
Gain valuable sales experience
By selling ads in tha

2 Spring Subleasers
Male or Female.
Call 353-9180

Obsidian!
Slart next semester.

2 subleasers needed for Spring. Furnished.
very close to campus. Pay electric only. Call
354-8616.

Great resume builderl

Childcare in our Perrysburg home for three
pre-school boys. Primary need is alternating
Fridays and Saturdays. Also, two weekday
mornings available if your schedule permits.
Please call (4.9) 874-1958 for further details

Call Colleen @ 372-2606 or
Sakeenah & 372-2440 for details!

Female Subleaser needed immediately for
spring semester. Own room and bath. Close to
campus. Call 353-8129.
Four fun females need one subleaser for
Spring. Columbia Cis $l70/mo. Air conditioned. Your own pnvate phone line! Please
call 353-0276.
HELPMEl
I'M GRADUATING AND NEED A MALE SUBLEASER FOR SPRING. $165 MO. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS AND BARS. I WILL PAY 1ST
MONTH'S RE NT CALL 353-6727.
HELPIHELPIHELPI
I need only ONE graduation ticket!
WH pay money!
Please help by calling Mindy 352-9545

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For info call 301 -306-1207.
50 GYMNASTICS POSITIONS- Coaching/Program Directing in prestigious children's
summer camps in NY, PA, and New England.
Be available 6/18-8/18. Top facilities. Free
room, board, travel. Top salaries. Call Ariene:
1-800-443-6428; 516-433-8033. Chooae from
over 30 camps I
500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN
NY. PA. NEW ENGLAND. Choose Irom over
30 camps. Instructors needed: Tennis, Baseball. Hockey. RoKerblading, Soccer, LaCrosse.
Softball, Volleyball, Basketball, PE Majors,
Gymnastics, Riding, Lifeguard, WSI. Water- siting. Sailing, Windsurfing, Fitness. Archery,
Mountain Biking, Pioneering, Rockdimbing,
Ropes. Dance, Piano Accompaniasi, Dramatics, Ceramics, Slamed Glass. Jewelry,
Wood-Working, Photography, Radio. Nature.
RN's, Chefs, Food Service. Call Ariene:
1-800-443-6428; 516-433-8033.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2.000*/monih working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal
& full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call
'. -206-634-0466 ex i C55443

Howard's
clubM
Mon-Sot 12-2:30 om
II ■

I I
210 N Main

•Early Check-in and Late Check-out time • Continental Breakfast
Coffee available 24 hours • Also executive rooms $39.95
Limited number of
Advance
rooms available at 352-4671 reservations
»iis rate.
required.
Coupon Must Be Presented At Check In
■

Sun 5 -2:30 om

352 - 9951

I'M.

I'M.

I'M.

I St.

I'M;

I St.

Six Finger
Satellite

I'M..

flt-Lorgc position
ovollobl*!

OiTINVOLVfD!

Mill \>l >l WOIC
• NOW HI

Any student can apply
(

Deadline is Wed. Dec. 13 by 5:00 pm
Applications available in 14 College Park
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Summer Jobs Cabin
Staff/Director. Waterfront
post Counselors, Teen
YMCA Camp Wilson,
t-600-423-0427.

Counselors. House
StaffVDirector, OutProgram Leaders.
Benelontaine. OH

The BG News is now accepting applications
for Account Executives for 1996-1997
GAIN VALUABLE SALES AND
MARKETING EXPERIENCE
Must be:
Assertive
Organized
Outgoing
Personable
Work 20 hrs. per week.
Must have own car and
be able to make 1 yr. commitment
if you think you have
whai it takes to succeed:
Call Colleen 372-2606 for details.

'WANTED' A strong male to assist with the
Intercollegiale gymnastics team as spoiler and
possible manager. Gymnastics experience dasired, must be wiBing to learn spoiling techniques. Contact Dr. Charles Simpson, Women's Gymnastic Coach. 109 Eppler Center.
2-6923.

2 bdrm apt. $345/mo. avail Christmas.
Call 352-6864
2 or 3 bdrm. ranch for rent. 612 7th Street
$695/mo. * util. 1 bath, wsh/dry. Nice garden
Call 474-5344 btwn 9-5 M-F.
APT. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY FOR
SUBLEASE. 1-2 FEMALES NEEDED.
$181,251*0. THERE ARE THREE BDRMS.
AND TWO BATHRMS. SUBLEASE UNTIL
5/96 COMFY, ROOMY, EFFICIENCY. FURNISHED. MAXIMUM OF FIVE PEOPLE ALLOWED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. WALKING
DISTANCE. COLUMBIA CT8. CALL
352-8740.
CLEAN, COZY APT.
Close to campus. Female non-smoker needed
Spr. sem. $l62.S0/mo. 352-3426.
Desk clerks needed at local motel for weekend
positions. MKJmghi - 8, 8 to 4, Musi be able to
start immediately & work through break (rooming avail). Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
352-1520.
Do you need a quiet, dean place? Small security and short term leases. Charing Cross apts.
CaH 352-0590.
Duplex rentals. $650.00-$750.00
Leases avail, for Jan., May, & Aug.
Call 352-7760 btwn. 5- 6pm M-F
Leave name, Pn «. & starling date for lease
Female subleaser needed. 2 bdrm. apt. close
to campus. $200/mo. Please call
419-644-4111.
GRADSTUDENTS
1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
3 person houses
Some available with A/C. dishwasher, disposal, and two car garages.
2 units available new, others in May and August
Call 353-1731
Houses and Duplexes for 96 ■ '91
school year. 12 month leases only.
Starting in May. Steve Smith
352-8917. (No calls alter 9:00pm)
Houses, 1 A 2 Bedroom Furnished apts. 1
year. 9 mo., and summer leases. Call
352-7454.
Male subleaser needed. $i90/mo. Own rooml
Split electric and phone Call 354-7039.
Need to sublease my apt from Jan. 1, '96g Aug. 1. '96. Grad student preferred. 1 bdrm.
352-9597, fyschelle.
NEEDED ONE SUBLEASER FOR SPRING*

'96
OWN ROOM. CABLE, LOW UTILITIES.
FREE PARKING. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
822 SECOND ST. 353-2177
Now renting for Summer 1996 ♦ School year
1996-97.2.1 bdrm apis Good location. Conscientious mgmt 287-4926 day or 287-4151
eves

FOR SALE
1982 Nissan Maxima. All power.
Runs excel: Asking $i 500 OBO
Call 352-6864

Moving sale. All must go. Couch, chairs, entertainment center, microwave, dishes, and more.
Call 354-8706.

One Bedroom apt. near campus available
immediately for now & spring
semester. Call 352-1520
Seeking female subleasers. Own room, close
to campus. $285 * electric. Call Lori at
353-8308.
Subleaser(s) needed, gigantic bdrm. New furnished apt. 1-2 tenents. Call 354-4520.

MUST SELL
MacGregor RPM11 piece golf set.
including putter and bag
Original $430
Asking $150060
Call John at 372-4645 (evenings)
or leave message
NEEDACAMERAFOR
PHOTOGRAPHY?
35mm Minolta X-570 Camera
•180.00 Comes w/carrying case and extra
lens call 353-0089 or leave message.
CWsmobite Cutlass Supreme.
Grey. V6. Very dependable & clean
C.C.. 56.000 miles.
$3500 O.B.O. Call Tom @ 353-2928
Oim Skis for sale size 190., marker bindings.
$80orbesiolfercall:353-9l93.

FOR RENT
"WANTED"
1-2 smalt sublease™ lor Spring Semester
Roomy, lurmshed apl. dose 10 campus. Great
friendly roommates! Call anyo'me 354-5807.

LUNCH BUFFET
All-You-Can-Eat

$5.95
S.Main Store Only
Dinner Special
With Eggroll or Soup
Plus
FREE BOX OFTEABACSI
892 S.Main 353-1231

ATTENTION
FACULTY!!
It's Time For:

■Located on Campus
■Can Gain Copyright Permissions
■30% Less Than Competition
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Summer Business. Are you an entrepranuer?
Great opportunity with low start up cost. Management training. Earn up to $600/week. Vehicle required. Be a leader. Call Greenland Irngation at 1-8 00-361-4074

•'HOUSES & APTS FOR FALL '96"
Office 316 E. Merry Apt. 3
353-0325
Also, well mail listing!

SPRING 96
COURSEPACKS!

WBGU-FM Presents-

Giraffe-Boy Mote
. I SI.

Papa John's
Now hiring Drivers A inside help.
Excellent pay. Stop in @ 626 S. Main.

Bargain I For sale: Large. 5 bedroom house on
one 1/2 ace lot in Custar, Ohio. Call
419 669-3602.

2 Female Sublease's needed
Spnng Semester
Large, apt. Close to campus • Furnished
Call 352-7547 if interested

Female subleaser needed Jan-May '96.
FREE RENT April and Mayl Close to campus'
OWN ROOM! CaJI Suzanne ASAPI354-6176.

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - Seasonal 8 lull
time employment available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Benefits • bo
nusesiCail: 1-206-545-4604 ext.N5S443.

HELP WANTED

1-2 Subleasers for spnng semester
2 bdrm, furnished apt. Close to campus. $250.
For the one bedroom. Will share apt. with one
female. I will pay first month rent. Call
352-2674.
^_

Female Subleaser Needed
For Spring aemester. Columbia Courts.
$165.00 per month * utilities. Own bedroom.
Call 353-4627.

Help wanted over Christmas break. Office
cleaning evenings, '2-is hrs. per week. CaH
3525822

Our firm Is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs, Columbus, Akron, Canlon, and
more. Call 1-8O0-887-1960.

Wanted Subleaser.
Efficency Apt. Downtown BG
$295 ♦ uhl. Call Chuck 354-8014

1-2 Roommates. Starling January. Male or
Female. Own Rooms. Must share rent and util.
w/ 2 roommates. Can 354-6521, ask for Jeff or
Mark.

Energetic, creative, dependable, lovtng child
care needed for a 3 yr old. Please call
352-3961 and leave your name, number and
the times available. Looking lor full time help
but will consider full days

Needed: 1 female subleaser for Spnng semeslei-. dose to campus, low rent. Call 353-0250

Wanted 1 graduation ticket
Will pay cash. Lori 354-6812

•" Roommate Needed Spring *96 *"
* We pay deposit and sublease charge *
Sub leaser gets OWN ROOM'
House is close to campus1
SiSOamonthI
Call 352-1630 for details.
* We pay deposit and sublease charge *
*" Roommate Needed Spnng -96'"

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774.
Olathe.KS 66051.

Non-smoking babysitter in my BG home.
Am only. Must have car.
Call 352-0298

Two Graduation Tickets Needed
WiDPay$$S
Call Candi 354-1510

• DECEMBER GRADUATES ■
I NEED Graduation ticketsl Will pay cash! Call
Enc® 372-5540.

Desk clerks needed at local motel. Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn. 352-1520.

NEEDED
One Female Subleaser for Spring Semester.
Columbia Court Apts. Close to campus. 3 great
roommates. Call soon 353 6166

EXCELLENT REFERENCES
Call 352-2183

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential ft Caring.
354-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center

S'f.K/^i'^'-K'f'^'K-^

Need graduation tickets
Will Pay!
Call Jerry at 372-7721

Young professional couple
interested in house sitting for
the entire 1996-97 school year
or part of. We are very responsible
and would gladly take care of
pets or any other extras.

FREE FINANCIAL AIDI
Over $6 Billion
in public and private sector grants A scholarships is now available. Al students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student Financial

KAPPA-KKG-KAPPA-KKG
Congrats lo my sisters who were recently accepted into GAMMA:
J. Banaszak, C. Fritsche, D. O'Shea, J.
McGrai
Keep up the tradilon ladies!
Love and Loyally. Shankle
KAPPA-KKG-KAPPA-KKG

Need a bass player for a classic rock bank.
666-7735- local call.

Subleaser Needed
Spnng Semester, male or female • 2 bdrm apt.
Call Robert 353-3610.

NEED A HOUSE SITTER?

1-800-263-6495 exl. FS5443
THE 1995 KEY YEARBOOK IS HEREI

Need 1 Grad. ticket
It's all good
Call Jeff 354-5015

Subleaser needed for Spring. 2 Bdrm. apt.,
dose to campus, free cable, furnished, rent
$163 ♦ elec. Call Ricardo 354-8176 for info.

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39.00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall'354-1614

GET NAILED
Until Dec. 20 you can recieve 20%off of any nail
service w/ CHRISTIE al Perlecl Touch.
152-2812,1048 S. Main Be sure to mention ad
to recieve additional giftl

Must have a aubleaaerl
Apt. dose to campus, low rent.
All unl. Included except oa*
Great roommate. Contact Jason
353-4014.

Subleaser for Spring '96
Private room A bath with private entrance
Nice, quiet, and comfortable
Located dose to campus: across from Harshman. $285'mo. including util.
Contact Kim at 353-9199 or Tom at 352-5455

WANTED

Double Prints
Free Everyday
Packages Plus 352-1693

Granta and Scholarships are available. Billions ol dollars In financial aid. Qualify Immediately. 1-800-400-0209.
Yang style T'AI CHI CH'UAN lor beginners
Now accepting applications tor JANUARY
class. Call 419-832-0184.

Student Welfare Coordinator:
1. Coordinate program* to enhance fha
awareness of a* aspects of student welfare.
2. Work witti University officials to ensura policies are in the best interest of the students.
Deadline (a Wad. Dec. 13 by 5:00PM
Applications available in u College Park
Or 404 Student Services
Any ?rs please call 2-8116
USG ' USG • USG
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